ReSound ONE™, ReSound LiNX Quattro™
and ReSound ENZO Q ™

Hear like no other

Inspired by
Organic Hearing
The ReSound Organic Hearing philosophy
enables you to connect to the world
around you in the most intuitive and
natural way. We achieve this by developing
solutions that work with your individual
ear anatomy to more closely mimic how
sounds in the environment are naturally
collected and delivered to the brain.
This philosophy drives a history of
innovations that have given hearing aid
wearers the ability to instinctively select
the sounds that are unique to your world.

Hear like no other
with ReSound ONE
Just like a fingerprint, each person’s hearing is ONE of
a kind. This is because nature has designed the shape of
your ear to perfectly capture the sounds around you.
ReSound ONETM with M&RIE (Microphone & Receiverin-Ear) delivers a new class* of hearing aid with an
additional microphone inside your ear, allowing the
unique shape of your ear to collect sounds, just as
nature intended.
With convenient direct audio streaming, access to
remote hearing care services, and industry-leading
battery life, ReSound ONE truly keeps you connected to
people and technology you need to become ONE with
your world.
ReSound ONE provides you with a more complete and
individualized sound experience with:
A MORE NATURAL SOUND AND IMPROVED
SENSE OF SPACE
ReSound ONE with M&RIE is the first hearing aid* with
three microphones, including one in the ear, to use your
ear’s natural ability to collect the information your brain
needs to make sense of sound.
EASIER-TO-FOLLOW CONVERSATIONS IN
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS
All Access Directionality gives you access to all the
sounds around you, putting you - and not your hearing
aids - in charge of which sounds you want to focus on.

*Microphone in ear and two standard directional microphones, directionality features,
wireless audio streaming.

BEST 1:1 SPEECH UNDERSTANDING
Like an invisible beam of sound detection, Ultra Focus
lets you decide when to concentrate on the speech in
front of you while minimizing background noise - even
in the toughest environments.

Unmatched
connectivity to
adapt to your needs

Why do users love
ReSound ONE
with M&RIE?

ReSound ONE adapts to your lifestyle by connecting
you to the world around you with direct audio
streaming from both iOS® and Android™ devices. So
your favorite audio book, music or even GPS directions
can stream directly to your hearing aids without an
intermediary device.

- Provides the most preferred, natural sound
quality1
- Helps you better localize sound from the start
and that ability to localize sound improves over
time2
- Delivers better wind noise protection so being
outdoors is more enjoyable3
- Provides effortless, non-streamed phone calls4

One-tap sound adjustments on your ReSound Smart
3D™ app and a versatile range of wireless accessories
give you even more options to connect to the sounds
you enjoy every day, like your favorite TV program.

Industry-leading
rechargeability
ReSound ONE offers the best rechargeable battery
life in the industry with up to 30 hours* of battery life
or up to 25 hours with the ability to stream as much
as you want.

*Expected battery life dependent on active features, the use of
wireless accessories, hearing loss, device age and sound environment.

1. With mild hearing loss compared to pinna restoration and omnidirectional.
Groth, 2020.
2. Compared to traditional microphone placement. Jespersen et al, 2021.
3. Compared to traditional microphone placement. Andersen et al, 2021.
4. Hartenstein & Quilter, 2021. Subjective experience of telephone listening
with M&RIE.

Designed for
ultimate comfort,
discretion and
performance
Built for ultimate comfort and adaptability, the modern
styling of ReSound ONE has just one touchpoint on
the back of the ear and sits lower for greater discretion.
Available in RIE and now BTE styles, ReSound ONE
comes in a variety of colors to blend with hair and skin
tones, so you can wear ReSound ONE with confidence.
BTE STYLES

BTE 77
Rechargeable solution

Power BTE 88
Rechargeable solution

High Power BTE 88
Rechargeable solution

Getting started with
hands-free calling

RIE STYLES

Mini Receiver-in-Ear
Rechargeable solution

Mini
Receiver-in-Ear

ReSound has made it more convenient than ever
for patients to stay in touch with the people in their
lives. Now patients can enjoy hands-free phone and
FaceTime calls for iPhone and iPad*, using state-ofthe-art streaming technology.

Standard
Receiver-in-Ear

RIE and BTE COLORS

Sparkling
Silver

Champagne

Gold

Bronze

Warm
Grey

BTE Desktop Charger

Graphite

Espresso

Deep
Black

Using ReSound ONE™ as a wireless headset, your
patients can effortlessly take calls and talk without
needing to hold the iPhone or iPad. They just tap
the button on their hearing aids to answer a call
and get the call streamed directly to their ears.
With low battery consumption, they have the power
to keep on talking for a full day.

*iPhone 11 or later, iPad Pro 12.9-inch (5th generation), iPad Pro 11-inch (3rd
generation), iPad Air (4th generation), and iPad mini (6th generation), with
software updates iOS 15.4 and iPadOS 15.4 or later.

ReSound LiNX Quattro™

A hearing experience
beyond compare
Our latest complete family of premium hearing aids
is beyond compare with richer sound quality, direct
streaming to both Apple® and Android devices and
intuitive rechargeability - all in one product. Combined
with remote support and personalization with the
ReSound Smart 3D app and ReSound Assist Live
Assistance, you get an unrivalled hearing experience.

Rechargeable
RIE 61

Mini RIE 61

Mini BTE 67

BTE 77

CIC-W

MIH

ReSound LiNX
Quattro 61 Portable
Charging Case

ITC

RIE 62

Power BTE 88

ITE-HS

ITE-FS

Brilliant sound
experience
CLEARER SOUNDS
ReSound LiNX Quattro utilizes the full range of the
microphone allowing sound to be processed in a
cleaner way - free of distortion.

+

FULLER SOUNDS
ReSound LiNX Quattro provides you with a larger
range of sounds and access to nuances in tones that
were previously unavailable.

=

RICHER EXPERIENCE
With improved clarity and access to more sounds,
coupled with a stronger wireless signal, your favorite
environments become richer with
ReSound LiNX Quattro.

95%

ReSound LiNX Quattro is
preferred 95% of the time for
music listening, compared to
other premium hearing aids.*

Intuitive
rechargeability
ReSound LiNX Quattro offers intuitive
rechargeability with a lithium-ion battery that is
completely sealed for protection. With its small,
discreet size and long-lasting battery, you get
power that lasts more than a full day – without
having to fuss with any batteries.

FULL CONFIDENCE WITH
A COMPLETE CHARGE
At night, simply place your hearing aids in the easyto-use charging case to prepare for the next day. If
you do forget to charge, the case’s built in battery
holds three full charges of power, giving you the
freedom to charge anywhere.

Re So und LiNX Quattro
Ot h e r premium MF i hearing aids

*Jespersen et al, 2018

CHARGING
TIME

HOURS OF
BATTERY LIFE

3 hours

=

1 hour

=

30 minutes

=

30
24
16
8

with 50%
streaming time

Power plus
performance
ReSound ENZO Q, our premium
hearing aid family for severe-toprofound hearing loss, provides more
than just the power you need. It brings
together the connectivity, support
and personalization you want for
the best hearing experience in any
environment.

With ReSound ENZO Q
you get:

60%

More clarity of the
sounds around you*

60%

Better speech
understanding
in noise**

*compared to binaural beamforming in hearing aids for
severe-to-profound hearing loss (Effect of directional
strategy on audibility of sounds in the environment for
varying hearing loss severity. Jespersen C, Kirkwood B,
Groth J., 2017).
**with Binaural Directionality III compared to omni
directionality (Binaural Directionality III compared to
omni directional, data on file)

ReSound ENZO Q™

Crystal clear,
comfortable,
high-quality
sound

Severe-to-profound hearing loss requires a
complete hearing solution that is more than
powerful. ReSound ENZO Q is created with
the most advanced technology so you can
enjoy clear and comfortable sound, extensive
connectivity options, and a 20% longer-lasting
battery.

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF CLARITY

MORE OPTIONS FOR CONNECTIVITY
AND DIRECT STREAMING
ReSound ENZO Q offers a complete ecosystem
of connectivity which includes direct streaming
capabilities from both iOS and Android devices.*
Stream your favorite music, audio book, talk on
the phone or even get GPS directions streamed
to both of your hearing aids. It’s as simple as
using wireless stereo headphones.

Clarity of sound is important in any environment.
Personalize your hearing experience to any
situation and know that ReSound ENZO Q
technology is working to eliminate the annoying
whistling or static noise even when you turn up
the volume for comfort and clarity.
High Power
BTE 88

Super Power
BTE 98

*Full streaming compatibility requires minimum Android v10 and Bluetooth 5.0 and that
functionality has been enabled by the phone manufacturer and service carrier. ReSound
cannot guarantee full compatibility with all Android devices.

Support and
Personalization
Tailor your hearing experience to get the most out of
your hearing aids with the ReSound Smart 3D app.
ReSound hearing aids automatically adjust to
your environment, but you can personalize the
details of your hearing experience even further.
With ReSound Smart 3D app, you will have access to:
- Sound Enhancements in a variety
of environments
- Save Favorites and GeoTag Locations
- Find My Hearing Aids functionality
- Hearing aid advice and tips for
sound optimization

More connections
for better care

- Rechargeable battery status updates and
notifications

The complete ReSound portfolio of hearing aids
includes access to ReSound Assist, so you can receive
hearing care in the most convenient way.

Sound controls
available on
Apple Watch®

FACE-TO-FACE ONLINE HEARING CARE
ReSound Assist Live Assistance makes it possible to
have face-to-face fitting sessions from the comfort of
your home. Simply answer the incoming video call
from your hearing care professional and get real-time
fine-tuning adjustments.

Always discreet
and reliable

Wireless
accessories

Every component of ReSound products, inside and
out, is fully coated with iSolate nanotech to stay sealed
and protected against dirt, moisture, dust or earwax.
So you can step out into the rain or onto the field with
total confidence.

ReSound has an entire portfolio of wireless accessories
that work together as an intelligent system to help
extend your hearing over a distance and in noisy
environments.

ReSound RIE and BTE styles

ReSound ONE
BTE 77
Lithium-Ion

ReSound ONE
Mini RIE 61

ReSound
LiNX Quattro
Mini RIE 61

ReSound ONE
High Power
BTE 88
Lithium-Ion

ReSound ONE
Rechargeable
Mini RIE 61

ReSound
LiNX Quattro
Rechargeable
Mini RIE 61

ReSound Micro Mic
and Multi Mic
sits on the table or is
clipped onto a person’s
clothing to stream sound
directly to your hearing
aids to improve hearing
in noisy situations.

ReSound ONE
Super Power
BTE 98
Lithium-Ion

ReSound Phone Clip+
gives you more
freedom, comfort and
control while streaming
phone calls, music
or sound from your
Bluetooth-enabled
phone.

ReSound ONE
RIE 62

ReSound TV Streamer 2
streams stereo sound directly
to your hearing aids, so you
can listen at the volume that
is comfortable for you.
ReSound
LiNX Quattro
RIE 62

ReSound Remote Control 2
allows you to adjust the volume or mute
your hearing aids, switch programs, and
see all your settings at a glance.
ReSound
LiNX Quattro
Mini BTE 67

ReSound
LiNX Quattro
BTE 77

ReSound
LiNX Quattro
Power
BTE 88

ReSound
ENZO
High Power
BTE 88

ReSound
ENZO
Super Power
BTE 98

ReSound Custom styles

ReSound
LiNX Quattro
CIC-W

ReSound
LiNX Quattro
MIH

ReSound
LiNX Quattro
ITC

ReSound
LiNX Quattro
ITE-HS

ReSound
LiNX Quattro
ITE-FS

ReSound Remote Control
intuitive control over volume and program
settings with large, easy to use buttons.

Tinnitus is the

#1 service-

related injury
among veterans

What is tinnitus?
From ringing and chirping to whooshing and clicking,
tinnitus takes many forms. But most people refer to
tinnitus as ‘ringing in the brain’. For some, this ringing
comes and goes without causing much bother. But
for others, it is a constant noise that has a negative
impact on daily life.
Manage your tinnitus
Using ReSound hearing aids helps change the way
you respond to tinnitus by diverting your attention
away from it with soothing background sounds. And,
with the ReSound Smart 3D app, you can adjust
these sounds, or choose from a range of sounds
from nature to find comfort from your tinnitus:

Tinnitus
Tuner

Find a personalized setting that provides
you with relief from your tinnitus. Using
the tuner to control the pitch and
modulation of the sound in order to finetune the sound therapy that works best
for you.

Nature
Sounds

Try out the six pre-installed natureinspired sounds, including ‘Shoreline’ and
‘Beach Surf’, to find out which one works
best for you.

The Relief™ app

Find relief from tinnitus
with ReSound
Tinnitus cannot be cured. But it can be managed.
If you suffer from tinnitus, ReSound hearing aids
provide you with new, smart tools for finding relief.

Direct audio streaming from iPhone,
iPad and iPod touch gives you direct
access to all the sound therapy apps
available on the App Store, including
ReSound Relief app, a multisensory app
that uses a combination of customizable
soundscapes and guided relaxation
exercises to help distract you from your
tinnitus.

At ReSound we believe life is best when it’s a natural, effortless
flow, so we take to heart anything that holds you back. This
is why we have devoted the past 150 years to making life
sound better, connecting you to a life without limitations. Our
breakthrough innovations, inspired by our Organic Hearing
philosophy, all have one core ingredient – you, because hearing
and hearing care should be as individual as a fingerprint.
ReSound is part of the GN Group – pioneering great sound from
world-leading ReSound hearing aids to Jabra office headsets
and sports headphones. The GN Group was founded in 1869,
employs over 5,000 people, and is listed on NASDAQ OMX
Copenhagen.

facebook.com/resoundhearing
twitter.com/resoundus
youtube.com/resoundus

Manufacturer according to FDA:
ReSound Government Services
8001 E Bloomington Freeway
Bloomington, MN 55420
USA
1-800-392-9932
resound.com/veterans
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